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BAYALA
The fairy world of Bayala is a country of magic, where various fairy tribes live in an
abundant flora. Huge blossoms and enchanting plants are used for housing and
food. The fairies have been living in harmony with nature – until the greedy Shadow
Fairy Queen Ophira started pushing for power over all living things…
Inside the Flower Palace there is intense activity in preparation for the coronation
of the new queen of the Sun Fairies. The princesses Surah and Sera are delighted
to see royals of other fairy tribes arrive, but they all bring bad news: the magical
plants are dying. The dark power of the Shadow Fairy Queen Ophira is rising. Bayala
is in danger. Fairy princess Surah is worried. She knows Ophira best as she had
been forced to live in her dark castle for several years. Only with the help of Ophira’s
niece Nuray and her best friend Jaro could she escape and return home.
When a dragon egg is found, hope stirs. If the magic dragons return, Bayala can
be saved. But for a dragon feast at Solstice Rock, where the bond of fairies and
dragons can be renewed, royals of all fairy tribes, including the Shadow Fairies,
are needed. Princess Surah and her companions have to go on an adventurous
journey, which not only leads them into the distant dragon mountains, but also to
the dangerous Shadow Queen Ophira. In the end Surah and her friends save the
day and the whole of Bayala!
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